**NOTES:**

1. All pedestrian push button signs shall meet the requirements of the most recently adopted version of the MUTCD.
2. Signs may be mounted immediately above or incorporated into the push button units.
3. The finger in the push button symbol should point in the same direction as the arrow on the sign.
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**NOTES:**

1. The ped push button pole may support a push button only or, when located on a ped pole, also support a ped signal indication.
2. The ped push button, when located on a signal pole, may also support a signal mast arm and luminaire.
3. The ped push button, when located on a luminaire, may also support a ped signal indication.
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**'Ideal' Ped Push Button Placement**
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**ADA Accessibility Detail**
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**Sign B**
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**ADA Accessible Surface**
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**Push Button Extension (optional, see note 2)**
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